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Chapter 7: Modern Approaches and Technological innovations
Modern thinkers have also adapted newly thought out approaches and
technology to try to refine and mine information which may help predict the
future.
a. Remote Viewing
Remote Viewing (RV) (13) refers to the attempt to gather information about a
distant or unseen target using paranormal means or extra-sensory perception.
Typically a remote viewer is expected to give information about an object that is
hidden from physical view and separated at some distance. The term was
introduced by parapsychologists Russell Targ and Harold Puthoff in 1974.
Remote viewing was popularized in the 1990s, following the declassification of
documents related to the Stargate Project, a 20 million dollar research program
sponsored by the U.S. Federal Government to determine any potential military
application of psychic phenomena. The program was terminated in 1995, citing a
lack of documented evidence that the program had any value to the intelligence
community.
Remote viewing techniques involve relaxation and going into a meditative like
state. There are also techniques to improve clairvoyant accuracy.
Some well known remote viewers have also used this technique to forecast the
future.
The book Mind Trek (14) by Joseph McMoneagle gives a lot of the history and
techniques used in Remote Viewing.
Remote viewers would sit in a quiet and darkened room and relax. Then they
would use a variety of visualization techniques to use clairvoyance on a target
and write down what their impressions.
Through refining techniques and impressions over time they claim a very
accurate hit rate on target sites.
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b. The Global Consciousness Project
The Global Consciousness Project (15) (GCP) is an international effort involving
researchers from several institutions and countries, designed to explore whether
the construct of interconnected consciousness can be scientifically validated
through objective measurement. The project builds on excellent experiments
conducted over the past 35 years at a number of laboratories, demonstrating that
human consciousness interacts with random event generators (REGs),
apparently "causing" them to produce non-random patterns. A description of the
technical implementation is given under procedures.
The experimental results clearly show that a broader examination of this
phenomenon is warranted. In recent work, prior to the Global Consciousness
Project, an array of REG devices in Europe and the US showed non-random
activity during widely shared experiences of deeply engaging events. For
example, the funeral ceremonies for Princess Diana, and the international Winter
Olympics in Nagano, Japan, created shared emotions and a coherence of
consciousness that appeared to be correlated with structure in the otherwise
random data. In the fully developed project, a world-spanning array of labile REG
detectors is connected to computers running software to collect data and send it
to a central server via the Internet. This network is designed to document and
display any subtle, but direct effects of our collective consciousness reacting to
global events. The research hypothesis predicts the appearance of coherence
and structure in the globally distributed data collected during major events that
engage the world population.
The data collected seems to show correlations before some major events occur.
One example would be the 911 terror attacks. The GCP eggs showed a major
correlation hours before this event happened.
In Figure 23 below, you can see that shortly before the terrorist attack, the
wandering line takes on a strong trend representing a persistent departure
from what is expected of random data. A small probability envelope inserted
at that point provides a scale to indicate the extraordinary increase in nonrandom deviation. The slope of the graph beginning just before the the first
WTC tower was hit and continuing for over two days, to noon on the 13th, is
extreme. An informal estimate for the probability can be made from its slope,
and lies between 0.003 and 0.0003 (suggesting an odds ratio on the order of
1000 to 1).
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Figure 1-Deviations from the Mean of Princeton Eggs before and after Sept 11th attacks

If we extrapolate the anomalous trend, it begins at about 04:00 (08:00 GMT),
several hours before the first World Trade Center tower was hit, and the total
length of this persistent trend is about 56 hours.
The mean number of days between segments with a slope like this,
continuing for so long, is on the order of 2300 days, which is consistent with
the 1000 to 1 odds ratio suggested by the slope.
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Chapter 8: Some Personal Stories of Seeing the Future
In this chapter I’m sharing some of my personal experiences.
These experiences provide a basis for my subjective analysis of how prophecy
works.
These examples are also intended to show the reader that I do know what I’m
talking about when it comes to having “sensed” the future.
a. Visions
During the summer of 1975 I had a summer CO-OP job at General Electric's Gas
Turbine engineering group in Schenectady, NY
At this time I used to meditate at my desk during the lunch hour.
One day in early August I was meditating and thinking about a trip I was planning
to Cape Cod. My mind was wandering as I was thinking about what I would do
there. My thoughts went to what I would do at the beach.
All of a sudden, I had a blinding flash of a scene where I was in the surf at the
beach, and a surfboard was coming towards me. Then a shock occurred and I
was thrown out of my meditation and was wide-awake.
I thought that this was pretty weird, and mentioned this to a friend or two.
Two weeks later I was walking on the beach on Cape Cod. I saw a couple of
guys with surfboards and asked where I could rent one to give it a try.
They said they had an extra one and I could try it with them.
(I had totally forgotten my vision at this point)
I tried to get up on that board all day, and had some modest success, but I was
also getting exhausted in the process.
I decided to try it again and fell off when a big wave hit me. Next thing I knew I
was coming up to the surface and I saw the exact same scene from my
meditation.
The board hit me hard in the chin and almost knocked me out. I staggered to the
shore and the two guys I was with helped me to the hospital where they put 10
stitches and 2 sutures into my chin.
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The question arises—Would I have been able to avoid the accident if I had
remembered my vision and not gone surfing?
Later experiences have convinced me that the future is a set of probabilities, and
we have free will to decide our actions.
I also had an experience on that trip of being able to partially heal my wounds
very quickly through a deep meditation and application of psychic healing
techniques. However, I do still have a small scar on my chin from this accident.
b. Warnings of Danger
•

Detroit

In 1980 I was moving from Dekalb, Illinois to Rochester, NY between
assignments at General Electric, Inc.
While staying with my cousin outside Detroit, I made arrangements one evening
to meet an old RPI friend Steve. We decided to go into downtown Detroit to the
newly completed Renaissance Center to eat dinner and look around.
The Renaissance Center was built near the water and surrounded by slums.
After dinner we were walking out through the lower level in an area that was all
boarded up with nobody else there.
Suddenly, I had this strong urge to turn around and go to find a restroom. I
stopped walking forward because the urge was so strong.
I tried to walk forward again and again a very strong urge came to turn around
and go back into the main center where other people were.
I remarked to Steve that I couldn't go forward—that something wouldn't let me.
Just then two black guys in trench coats appeared about 30 feet away from
behind one of the foundation pillars we were about to walk past.
They started walking towards us with smiles pasted on their faces.
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My friend Steve took off running back into the main area and after a moment or
two I figured I didn't know what these guys were carrying under their coats, so I
ran too.
In less than 30 seconds we were back in a populated area with Police present,
and the two guys chasing us gave us smiles like "next time w'ell get you" and
took off going the other way.
I had previously always tried to pray to God for protection, and tried to give a
subconscious message to my senses to warn me of danger.
I'm convinced that whatever sense or "angel" warned me that evening, I would
have been killed or severely wounded if I had continued walking out of the
complex with no warning.
More experiences followH..
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Chapter 13: Using Prophecy in your life
a. Avoiding Accidents

Figure 2-Picture of an accident

One of the most common ways to use your precognitive abilities are to keep
yourself out of danger.
As the numerous examples in this book demonstrate, my life has been saved
numerous times by my future time sense.
Making future review of upcoming events a habit in your daily life will pay off big
dividends at some point
I always try to imagine HH
More details followH..

